
Evolution of Game Design 
Over Time



 

Analysis of Game Design
Many decisions are made during the course of a game's development about 
game design.

It is the responsibility of the designer to decide which elements will be 
implemented, based on, for example, consistency with the game's vision, 
budget or hardware limitations. Design changes may can be either positively or 
negatively affected by limitations.



 

Analysis of Game Design
BLOG! Your blog needs a detailed post covering a range of (at least 3) games 
from different generations of the games industry. Choose games familiar to 
you: games you remember fondly from the past; games that infuriated you with 
gimmicky mechanics or poor design; revolutionary games that did something 
truly different; or the game you’re currently spending your time on.

● How available hardware impacted design.
● Intended audiences for the game.
● Critique the game. Talk about game 

design, visuals, mechanics & performance.



 

Hardware & Game Design
Hardware limitations and restrictions can be one of the biggest influences of 
game design.



 

Hardware & Game Design
Hardware can sometimes fully dictate the design of a game. These games fully 
take advantage of a screen instead of a controller.



 

Hardware & Game Design



 

Hardware & Game Design
Early Zelda: Breath of the Wild prototyping

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wrFqFQobdN8


 

The Audience
What is an audience? Why is it critically important for game companies to 
understand them?

Consider the following videos. What do they tell you about the company’s 
opinion and understanding of their audience? What about the culture of the 
target audience?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XSmCv7hrPy4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XSmCv7hrPy4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9VNBkurC0p0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9VNBkurC0p0


 

The Audience
Know your audience!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YPck9d_Jn-M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YPck9d_Jn-M


 

When discussing audiences, consider:

● The background of the developer
● The target audience’s age and gender
● The target audience’s location and culture
● How the product has been tailored to the 

audience (include examples)
● How the audience for similar products has 

evolved over time.
● Significant technological advancements.
● High profile or revolutionary games.
● Changes in approach to game design.
● Audiences for games in this generation.

Analysis of Game Design



 

The Audience
The adverts pitched the exact same product to 2 different audiences, 
owing to the culture and expectations of the 2 markets being so 
different. 



 

Evolution of Game Design

The Good The Bad The Ugly

No one has 3 hands Nintendo...



 

Evolution of Game Design
Food for thought regarding how controllers can effect game design.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VJGKDyrR8qc

